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Intro

Can you post anything on 
Facebook about what you've 
learnt today?

Can you post anything 
on SnapChat about what 
you've learnt today?

Can you post a picture on 
insta representing what 
you've done today?

  Welcome everyone  - check in.  Good weekends, Best bit of your week etc.  Explain what Youth is about today. 
 Play “Rock, Paper, Scissors, Fire, Water!” An extra twist on the classic game. See attached for the rules.   
 Today is about fire - do you like fire? Can you make one? 
 What thing are you most passionate about? As in  what do you get “fired up” about?!

to know how we can be more on fire 
To Know the Holy Spirit gives us power, boldness and community. 
to Know its important to be on fire for God.

Ask to be filled with the holy spirit. 

Video

Watch the video on Youtube: IvyYouth.

You may have to press pause in it to answer a question, or play a game in it, so you may need resources. 

Listen to Consuming Fire on Youtube or Spotify if you can, 
 Pray to receive the Holy Spirit, and to be on fire for God. Not to be Luke warm.  

MORE: FIRE 

Bible Bit…

Read Matthew 18:20 
What do you think this verse means? Why is it important to meet together? 
How can you help each other with your faith and inspire each other on? 

Read Revelation 3:14-20 
What does God dislike? What advice does he give? Does it remind you of the church at the minute? 
How do we become Hot on Fire For God? 
Will you let the Holy Spirit into your life today? 

Prayer

What do you know about the Holy Spirit? 
Have you had any encounters with the Holy Spirit? 
Why do you think He is so important? 
Did you agree with any of those questions in the video? How bothered are you about your faith? 
Have you been filled with the Holy Spirit? What do you think that means? 

Read John 14:14-21  
Jesus promises to send the Holy Spirit, what does he promise as a result? 

Read Acts 2:1-12 
What happened to the disciples when they received the holy spirit? 
Do you want more power? More Boldness? More miracles? More connection to Jesus? Ask to receive the Holy Spirit.  

Discussion



Game Rules: Rock, Paper, Scissors, Fire, Water

Decide on what the signs for the actions are.
Do it in twos around the circle.
Winner stays on.
Do it until two left.
Have a few rounds. 

Rock beats: Scissors and Fire
Rock is beaten by: Paper and Water
Scissors beats: Paper and water (rusts)
Scissors is beaten by: Rock and Fire
Paper beats: Rock and Water(like a paper towel)
Paper is beaten by: Scissors and Fire
Fire beats: Paper and Scissors(melts the scissors)
Fire is beaten by: Rock and Water
Water beats: Rock (the rock sinks and erodes) and Fire
Water is beaten by: Paper and scissors


